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British Electric Boatbuilder Enters the
Quiet Boating Revolution

UK-based Neva Group announces the introduction of the Pixii™ brand of electric
boats after securing a first-round low-carbon development grant worth £100k

Christchurch, Dorset – 3rd March 2021 – British electric boatbuilder, Neva
Group, has announced the development of a ground-breaking new range of
innovative electric day boats and tenders that have been designed to offer
clean and quiet technology without compromising on style and performance.
The zero-carbon Pixii™ range is 100% electric and built using recyclable



materials to deliver the next generation of pleasure boats.

Inspired by Hippolyte Pixii, a scientific instrument maker from Paris who built
the first apparatus for generating an alternating current from a rotating
magnet, Pixii® electric boats are the brainchild of the Neva Group’s three co-
founders, Daniel Simpson, Paul Luscombe, and Charles Hall, who identified
an opportunity to create a new range of sustainable boats to help alleviate
further environmental degradation to our world’s oceans.

The key driver of the Pixii brand is the creation of an exceptional range of
state-of-the-art electric boats for a new generation of boaters who long for
environmental connection and a sense of tradition. The new Pixii SP (Self and
Planet) range has been designed to lessen the harmful environmental impact
of boating whilst maximising the joy of being on the water.

Aluminium has been chosen for the hull construction, making it lightweight
and robust as well as 100% recyclable. Robust second-life batteries give
exceptional power density for their size and weight. Propulsion from state-of-
the-art waterjet drives delivers a fast, efficient, and near-silent driving
experience with no exposed propellers and exceptional shallow water access.
A remote anchoring solution allows you to disembark on the beach then use
your phone to drive the boat out into deeper water and deploy the anchor.
Solar panels are used to power domestic batteries for onboard utilities such
as fridges and audio systems.

The company’s figurehead, Managing Director Charles Hall, said: “Covid-19
has forced an acceleration of the fourth industrial revolution, which is really
good news for the advancement of smarter technology. By investing in a
business that creates a positive impact on the environment, we are delighted
to be part of this new wave of cleaner boating. We are extremely proud to
launch the Pixii range and wave the British flag for zero-emission boating.”

The Pixii hull has been designed by Whitehouse Yacht Design, and the
elegant lines combine the practical attributes of a tough, reliable SUV for the
sea with the style and comfort of a cutting-edge tender or day boat. The
Pixii® SP 750, the first model to be introduced to the range, has an estimated
top speed of close to 40 knots and a run time of 8-10 hours at 12-14 knots –
enough for a full day out on the water.

With an anticipated 90% reduction in maintenance and running costs,



upgrades to Pixii’s electrical specification are also being offered to customers
and OEMs that want to convert their existing vessels for economic and
environmental benefits. The SP range is also being adapted for the utility and
workboat markets for use in harbours, marinas, and offshore renewable
vessels.

Prices of the Pixii SP 750 start from £150,000 inc. VAT for the base hull and
drivetrain package, rising to around £260,000 inc. VAT for a fully specified
twin-engine luxury day boat or performance tender. The first customer sea
trials are expected to take place in spring 2021.

To find out more about the new Pixii SP 750, follow its development and join
the quiet revolution, visit www.pixii.co.uk or contact Charles Hall on
charlie@pixii.co.uk
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• Basic specifications are subject to change until the hull is
complete and delivered.

• Length: 7.5m
• Beam: 2.5m
• Weight: 2.5-3 tonnes (approx.)
• Battery size: 150K
• Estimated run times: 40 mins full speed (yet unknown) 8-10

hours cruising speed (yet unknown)
• 12m rope & chain anchor on a winch system

Options:

• Twin engines & jets
• Solar panels (to power onboard electrical appliances)
• Heated seats (in testing/configuring stage)
• Remote Control Docking System including anchor winch controls

(in testing/configuring stage)
• Vector controls (only available with twin-jet setup)
• Twin touchscreens with 3D sonar underwater mapping (can go

single-screen with mapping, single- or twin-screen without
mapping)

• Infra-Red heating elements overhead in T-Top (in
testing/configuring stage)

• Bluetooth-connected speakers
• Drinks cooler (size and type to be determined)
• Ultrasonic antifoulingsystem
• Auxiliary outboard motor sunshades/canopy

Based in Dorset, UK, the Neva Group is an innovative British designer and
manufacturer of the ground-breaking zero-emission Pixii™ electric boats. The
Pixii range has been designed for the next generation of boaters and has
been introduced at a time when there has been an accelerating shift towards
the development and use of electric-powered vessels, which are synonymous
with quieter and cleaner technology.

Modelled on some of the most progressive, innovative, and aspirational
automotive, marine and design brands in the world, the unique Pixii brand
was inspired by Hippolyte Pixii (1808–1835), a scientific instrument maker



from Paris, France. Pixii built the first apparatus for generating an alternating
current out of a rotation.

The state-of-the-art Pixii range has been developed using cutting edge AI/ML
and autonomous technology. The boats are built for purpose in a range of
marine situations: as day boats for the recreational market; tenders for luxury
yachts and plans are underway to adapt them for the utility and workboat
markets for use in harbours, marinas, and offshore renewable vessels.

Key features include elegant lines, a near silent driving experience, remote-
controlled anchoring for easy disembarkation and exceptionally shallow
water access.

With an aluminium hull construction and powered by robust high-end
second-life batteries, such as Tesla power packs, the low-maintenance Pixii
craft are 100% recyclable.

For more information, visit http://www.pixii.co.uk
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